
The basic parameters of selection of Garant Blok Locks

STEP 1

ASSESSMENT OF STEERING SHAFT PROTECTION CAPABILITY

Make sure the steering mast has an open section of the steering 
shaft not covered by a plastic housing. In case there is no such area, it 
is impossible to install the Garant Blok onto your vehicle without 
disassembling the plastic housing.

STEP 2

CHOOSING A PLACE FOR GARANT BLOK INSTALLATION

Thoroughly examine the open steering shaft section at the steering mast.
Make sure this open steering shaft section has a straight shaft section without a 
universal joint.
Make sure the chosen open steering shaft section is not used for folding during 
steering mast position adjustment.
Make sure the chosen open steering shaft section will not prevent from steering shaft 
folding at an accident.
Make sure the chosen open steering shaft section does not obstruct any vehicle 
elements from driver’s side.

!!!ATTENTION:

1. Do not install Garant Blok onto universal joints of a steering mast.

2. Do not install Garant Blok onto steering shaft sections designed for steering mast 
folding in case of an accident or during its position adjustment.

3. Do not install Garant Blok onto steering shaft sections obstructed by vehicle elements 
(pedals, cables and other) from driver’s side.
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STEP 3

CHOOSING A PLACE FOR GARANT BLOK INSTALLATION

In order to avoid destruction of steering mast elements due to coupling 
pressing on the shaft, do not install Garant Blok onto the steering shaft 
section which has a bushing or a friction bearing installed on it for 
steering mast folding in case of an accident or its position adjustment.

Do not install Garant Blok onto free steering shaft sections used for 
steering mast position adjustment or its folding in case of an accident.

STEP 4

CHOOSING A COUPLING TYPE

Make the following measurements with a ruler in the area 
of the chosen open steering shaft section for Garant 
Blok installation:

Distance from the shaft center to the closest vehicle 
element.

!!!ATTENTION: the distance shall be measured 
perpendicularly to the axis of the chosen steering shaft 
section in all utmost and intermediate positions of the 
steering mast (during adjusting steering wheel position). 
Remember the value of minimum distance to the closest 
vehicle element as “Min distance to elements”. The 
minimum distance to the closest vehicle element 
(brackets, pedals, etc.) shall be at least 35 mm.

Shift axis

Min distance to 
vehicle elements
35 mm

Steering shaft section with bushing

Steering shaft section with bushing

Free steering shaft section not used at 
adjustments or folding

90o



Straight shaft section length
Min 15 mm
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STEP 5

CHOOSING A COUPLING TYPE

Measure the length of a straight steering shaft section. 

!!!ATTENTION: the length of a straight shaft section shall be 
measured along the axis of the chosen steering shaft section. 
Remember the value as “Length of straight shaft section”. 
Length of the straight shaft section shall be at least 15 mm.

STEP 6

CHOOSING A COUPLING TYPE

In the area of the chosen open steering 
shaft section for Garant Blok installation, 
measure a steering shaft diameter with a 
caliper.
In case of a non-circular open steering shaft 
section chosen for Garant Blok installation, 
measure a steering shaft circumcircle 
diameter – this is a maximum distance 
measured diagonally. Remember this value 
as “Steering shaft diameter”.

Shaft D = 26.3 mm Shaft D = 26.3 mm



Then choose a universal coupling based on the following:

1. If the steering shaft diameter is more than 14mm and less than 22mm, and the length of the straight section is over 15mm but less than 45mm, coupling 
30-003 will suit best, but in this case, minimum distance to the closest vehicle element shall be at least 40-45mm. If the steering shaft diameter is less than 
17mm, coupling G.BL.M.30-003 is the best option; if the diameter is over 17mm, but less than 19mm, coupling G.BL.M.30-003/1 suits best; if the 
diameter is over 19mm, choose coupling G.BL.M.30-003/2.

!!!ATTENTION: The less the steering shaft diameter, the less minimum distance to the closest vehicle element is allowed, for example: for coupling 
30-003 for the steering shaft diameter of 14mm, the distance can be 38mm, for diameter over 22mm, the distance shall be at least 44mm.

2. If the length of a straight section is over 45mm, and the steering shaft diameter is more than 14mm and less than 22mm, then coupling 30-001 will suit 
best, and in this case, the minimum distance to the closest vehicle element shall be at least 27-33mm. If the steering shaft diameter is less than 17mm, 
coupling G.BL.M.30-001 is the best choice, if the diameter exceeds 17mm, but it’s less than 19mm, coupling G.BL.M.30-001/1 suits best, if the 
diameter is more than 19mm, choose coupling G.BL.M.30-001/2.

!!!ATTENTION: The less the steering shaft diameter, the less minimum distance to the closest vehicle element is allowed, for example: for coupling 
30-001 for the steering shaft diameter of 14mm, the distance can be 25mm, for diameter 22mm, the distance shall be at least 33mm.

3. If the length of a straight section is more than 45mm, and the steering shaft diameter is over 22mm and less than 32mm, then coupling 30-002 will be 
the best choice, and in this case, minimum distance to the closest vehicle element shall be at least 35-44mm. If the steering shaft diameter is up to 
23.5mm, coupling G.BL.M.30-002 is suitable, if the diameter is more than 23.5mm, but less than 28mm, coupling G.BL.M.30-002/1 is the best option; 
if the diameter is over 28mm, choose coupling G.BL.M.30-002/2.

!!!ATTENTION: The less the steering shaft diameter, the less minimum distance to the closest vehicle element is allowed, for example: for coupling 
30-002 for the steering shaft diameter of 22mm, the distance can be 35mm, for diameter 32mm, the distance shall be at least 43mm.

In the area of the open steering shaft section chosen for Garant Blok installation, choose a blocking vehicle element which is supposed to be used as a 
lock installed into the coupling. A blocking vehicle element shall have the following properties:

Strength of the blocking vehicle element is enough to prevent the steering wheel from turning (steel sheet is at least 1mm);

1. The blocking vehicle element shall not be dismantled without prior removing of the steering mast and a vehicle shall not move without this element;

2. The blocking vehicle element shall not be a part of the electrical wiring or an electric component;

3. The blocking vehicle element shall not be obstructed by another vehicle element from the steering shaft side.
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STEP 7

CHOOSING A COUPLING TYPE

STEP 8

CHOOSING A LOCK TYPE
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STEP 9

CHOOSING A LOCK TYPE

STEP 10

CHOOSING A LOCK TYPE

STEP 11

GARANT BLOK INSTALLATION RULES

Choose a lock type using Table “STOPPER PARAMETRES”, length of the lock nozzle (b) should be at least 10 mm greater than the “Min distance to the 
blocking element”.

!!!ATTENTION: b(mm)+10mm>Min distance to the blocking element.

Measure on a ruler the L length of the chosen lock and make sure other vehicle elements do not hinder lock positioning. Use a longer lock for its safer 
overlapping with the blocking vehicle element.

1. Insert a key into the ignition switch and unlock its locking mechanism.

2. Check the steering shaft surface at the place where the coupling is secured 
to make sure there is no course scale or welding traces. Clean if necessary.

3. Having aligned the marks of the upper and lower covers, fasten the 
coupling with screws on the steering shaft of the vehicle with preliminary screw 
torque of 1.0…1.5 kgf-m; the coupling shall turn on the shaft with force 
(except for vehicles with noncircular shaft section).

4. Gap between the coupling covers shall be equal (except for vehicles with 
noncircular shaft section).

5. Gap between the coupling and not moving vehicle elements while the shaft 
is rotating shall be at least 3 mm. Gap between the coupling and moving 
elements shall be at least 10 mm. If the gap is less, move the coupling 
forward along the shaft axis in order to ensure the value which is not less than 
the recommended one.

6. Install the lock into the coupling.

7. Take the key out of the ignition switch and turn the steering wheel until 
the shaft is fixed with a standard ignition switch – it will be easier to define 
the coupling position before blocking the steering control by the lock.

8. Carefully, not moving the coupling on the steering shaft, remove the 
lock, unblock the ignition switch locking mechanism and turn the steering 
shaft until the coupling position is convenient for screw tightening.

9. !!!ATTENTION: In case of a close wiring location, tuck in and secure 
the cables as far as possible from the lock location.

10. Tighten the screws sequentially diagonally and repeat points 6 and 9.

11. Check if the coupling is well fastened on the steering shaft, ensure in 
the lock free installation and removal and repeat the installation steps if 
necessary.

Place a 15mm high for couplings 30-001 or 30-002 and 30mm high for couplings 30-003 lining and measure the closest distance from the shaft center 
to the chosen blocking vehicle element with a ruler.

!!!ATTENTION: the distance shall be measure perpendicularly to the axis of the chosen open steering shaft section with the fixed by a standard lock 
steering mast. Remember this value as “Min distance to the blocking element”.
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STOPPER PARAMETRES

Stopper
No.

1

2

8

7

6

5

4

3 197 108

11

10

9

L,
mm

212

145

237

185

165

222

150

155

165

175

b,
mm

123

56

148

96

76

133

61

66

56

86

b1,
mm

89

89

89

89

89

89

89

89

89

109

89


